Abstract-This paper presents a laser model for describing the effects of nonequilibrium carrier distributions. The approach is based on the coupled Maxwell-semiconductor-Bloch equations, with carrier-carrier and carrier-phonon collisions treated in the relaxation rate approximation. Using examples involving relaxation oscillation, current modulation, and optical injection, we demonstrate how the model can be used to study the influences of spectral hole burning, dynamic carrier population bottleneck, and plasma heating on semiconductor laser modulation response.
include the use of an ad-hoc gain compression factor to account for the inhomogeneous saturation of laser gain, [3] and the introduction of phenomenological rate equations for the plasma temperature [4] or nonequilibrium phonon distributions [5] to treat plasma heating effects.
At the other extreme are approaches that focus on nonequilibrium carrier effects occurring at ultrashort timescales and very high intensities, where the microscopic nature of intraband collision processes are important. In addition to a detailed treatment of carrier-carrier and carrier-phonon collisions, often at the level of quantum kinetic equations [6] [7] [8] , propagation and transverse optical field effects are sometimes included [9] , [10] . With these approaches, the implementation of the necessary many-body techniques demands state-of-the-art supercomputing resources, and applications are often limited to modeling femtosecond experiments, where the system dynamics is tracked for durations not appreciably longer than intraband relaxation times. Applying similar techniques to modeling an injection laser-with typical bandwidths of at most tens of gigahertz-will be very CPU time and memory intensive, to the extent of making parametric studies impractical.
The model presented in this paper is designed to fill the gap between both ends of the model range, i.e., to enable parametric studies of nonequilibrium effects in laser devices on timescales ranging from picoseconds to a few nanoseconds. To accomplish this, we work directly with momentum-or -resolved carrier distributions. The system consisting of semiconductor gain medium and laser field is described within the context of semiclassical laser theory by the Maxwell-semiconductor-Bloch equations [6] . Many-body Coulomb effects are included at the level of the screened Hartree-Fock approximation, and the effective relaxation rate approximation is used to account for the effects of carrier-carrier and carrier-phonon collisions.
While it is more rigorous to describe collisional effects using quantum kinetic equations, the relaxation rate approach is numerically less demanding, for example, in terms of the number of -points necessary to ensure particle and energy conservation in intraband interactions. The relaxation of computational requirements allows other details of the laser configuration to be included in the model. For example, when treating a quantum-well gain structure, our model includes both the quantum-well carrier states and the bulk carrier states in the barrier regions, so that some aspects of carrier transport, such as dynamic carrier population bottleneck, can be described. A fully quantized theory (i.e., quantized laser field and carriers) has been successfully applied to study laser noise and startup behavior [10] . We choose to describe the laser field classically instead, because our interest is in laser dynamical behavior far above the lasing threshold.
Besides the capability to describe nonequilibrium effects, our model is particularly suited for comparing the effects of different gain structures or material systems. This is because the Maxwellsemiconductor-Bloch equations contain explicitly the bandstructure information in terms of the conduction and valence band energy dispersions, and optical dipole transition matrix elements. In contrast, a rate-equation model accounts for bandstructure effects indirectly, via the usually less precisely known gain coefficients and linewidth enhancement factor, and their dependences on carrier density, temperature, and frequency.
The formulation of the nonequilibrium laser model is described in Section II. The remainder of the paper is devoted to demonstrating dynamical behaviors of current-injection quantum-well lasers, where nonequilibrium carrier effects play a role. In Section III, we show the formation of a spectral hole at the peak of a gain-switched laser pulse, and illustrate its effects on the accompanying relaxation oscillation. Section IV examines the modulation response in a vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) and the roles of plasma heating. First, we treat the modulation of the injection current, where plasma heating can limit laser bandwidth by causing a carrier population bottleneck. Then, we consider the modulation of the laser output by gain quenching with an external optical field. In this case, the model shows that plasma heating is actually beneficial to modulation bandwidth by allowing the intraband carrier distribution to deviate from the quasi-equilibrium distribution at the lattice temperature.
II. THEORY
Assuming single-mode operation and ignoring transverse field effects, the laser field may be written as c.c.
where time; position along the laser axis; laser frequency; passive resonator eigenfunction; slowly varying complex electric field amplitude. This field interacts with a quantum-well gain medium, which we modeled as shown in Fig. 1 . The lasing transitions involve the conduction and valence band (2-D) states of the quantum well. Under forward bias condition, carriers are injected into the barrier regions, where they populate bulk (3-D) electron and hole states. Some of the injected carriers are transferred to the quantum well by intraband carrier-carrier and carrier-phonon collisions. The rest either remain in the barrier states, or are lost via electron-hole recombination or through drift and diffusion to the electrical contacts. In the quantum well, the carrier populations change by stimulated and spontaneous emission, as well as by nonradiative carrier losses.
The coupled laser field and gain medium may be described by the Maxwell-semiconductor-Bloch equations, which consist of the reduced wave equation for the laser field, and the semi- conductor-Bloch-equations for the active region. The reduced wave equation (in MKS units) is (2) where cavity linewidth; background permittivity; optical mode confinement factor; 2-D quantum-well carrier momentum with components ; dipole matrix element; microscopic polarization amplitude due to an electron in quantum-well subband , and a hole in quantum-well subband . We assume a gain region consisting of quantum wells, where each quantum well has width , area , and volume . The other part of the Maxwell-semiconductorBloch-equations are the semiconductor-Bloch-equations (3) c.c. (4) c.c. (5) (6) where is the population of the quantum-well electron or hole state in subband with momentum , is the population of the bulk electron or hole states with the 3-D momentum with components , and we approximate nonradiative and spontaneous emission carrier losses with the terms containing the effective rates and . The remaining terms appearing on the right-hand side of the semiconductor-Bloch-equations are described below.
In (3)- (5), many-body interactions give rise to a renormalized Rabi energy (7) where -screened Coulomb potential in Fourier space; 2-D bare (unscreened) Coulomb potential; dielectric function describing screening by the electron-hole plasma in the quantum well. In this paper, we use the static plasmon-pole approximation for [11] . The many-body interactions also give rise to a renormalized transition energy (8) where is the single particle transition energy, which contains the unexcited bandgap energy, as well as the electron and hole energy dispersions and , respectively. The second term on the left-hand side is the Coulomb-hole self energy, and the third term is the screened exchange shift.
Besides the above screened Hartree-Fock contributions, the many-body interactions give rise to carrier-carrier collisions that lead to dephasing of the polarization, and tend to drive the population distributions to quasi-equilibrium Fermi-Dirac functions. The evaluation of collision terms as described by Boltzmann scattering integrals for carrier-carrier and carrier-phonon scattering require lengthy computational time because of the many nested integrations [12] . To circumvent this complication, we make use of the different timescales for carrier-carrier and carrier-phonon collisions to write in the relaxation rate approximation
where effective polarization dephasing rate; -effective carrier-carrier collision rate; -effective carrier-phonon collision rate.
These rates vary with temperature and carrier density. Also, they have a carrier momentum dependence, which we presently ignore. Typical values areto 2 10 s , and -to 1 10 s . Equation (10) models the relaxation via carrier-carrier and carrier-phonon collisions, of a quantum-well carrier distribution to Fermi-Dirac functions at chemical potentials and temperatures and . Similarly, (11) models the same processes, but for the bulk distributions. Generally, the chemical potentials depend on the dimensionality of the system and are, therefore, different for the barrier (3-D or bulk) and the quantum-well (2-D) states. However, due to particle exchange between these subsystems, a common value is reached in equilibrium for the electrons, as well as for the holes. We denote these values, which are associated with the plasma and lattice temperatures, as and , respectively. Because -is an order of magnitude faster than -, the relaxation of a nonequilibrium carrier distribution is first to a Fermi-Dirac distribution at temperature , and then from a Fermi-Dirac distribution at to one at the lattice temperature .
To determine the actual values of the chemical potentials and , as well as the plasma temperature , we note that total electron or hole density is conserved in carrier-carrier collisions, so that (12) where is the thickness of the barrier region and is the total electron (hole) density. Also conserved in the carrier-carrier collisions is the total electron and hole energy, i.e. (13) where is the bulk electron or hole energy and is the total (electron and hole) energy density. The simultaneous solution of (12) and (13) gives the change in chemical potentials and plasma temperature due to carrier-carrier collisions when there is a redistribution of carrier populations.
To determine the quasi-equilibrium distributions and reached by carrier-phonon collisions, we note that while total carrier density is conserved, energy is dissipated from the carriers to the crystal lattice by the creation of phonons. Therefore, there is only the requirement that (14) where the energy exchange between carriers and lattice is taken into account by fixing the temperature of the quasi-equilib-rium distributions to that of the lattice, i.e., to . Since we use a common dynamical chemical potential for the barrier and quantum-well quasi-equilibrium electron or hole distributions, we describe the transport of carriers between bulk and quantum-well states as an integral part of the relaxation processes due to carrier-carrier and carrier-phonon collisions. In other words, in our model, the coupling of the quantum-well and bulk population equations of motion (4)- (6) is via (12)-(14) .
The pump contribution in (6) is (15) where injected current density; electron charge; , steady-state electron or hole distribution and density in the absence of a laser field, respectively; pump blocking due to the exclusion principle [10] . Finally, we treat nonradiative carrier losses in the quantum-well and barrier regions with the terms in (4)-(6) containing the effective carrier decay rates and .
III. SPECTRAL HOLE BURNING
Above the lasing threshold, the carrier distributions typically extend over energy ranges that are broader than the homogeneous width of the laser transition . Stimulated emission depletes the populations in electron and hole states that have transition energies between , while carrier-carrier collisions replenish the population in these states. If the stimulated emission rate is much less than the carrier-carrier collision rate, the carrier distributions are restored to Fermi-Dirac functions, and laser behavior can be described by rate equations. If the opposite is true, spectral holes [13] are created so that the carrier distributions are not describable by quasi-equilibrium distributions.
Spectral hole burning can affect relaxation oscillation behavior. We illustrate this by applying the model described in Section II to describe a VCSEL that is subjected to a fast risetime injection current. The calculations are performed for a VCSEL with a long cavity of linewidth s and a gain region consisting of ten 4.5-nm In Ga As-InP quantum wells. The bandstructure information needed as input is determined using the method and the envelope approximation [14] . There is only one conduction quantum-well subband, and while there are multiple valence subbands, the considerable compressive strain leads to 100-meV energy separation between the lowest energy hole band and the other subbands. Consequently, most of the contributions to the gain are from the conduction subband and the heavy-hole subband. For the VCSEL, the confinement factor is , with , nm, resonator length nm, and a factor of 2 coming from the placement of the quantum wells at the laser field antinode. We assume a lattice temperature 300 K, carrier-phonon collision rates , operation at ten times above threshold, and an optical cavity that is tuned to the gain peak. Fig. 2 shows the time evolution of the intracavity laser intensity for The attenuation of the relaxation oscillation is a consequence of the increased gain saturation due to spectral hole burning. Fig. 3 depicts the formation of the spectral hole as -is decreased. The solid curves are the electron populations at the intensity peak and for the states that are closely resonant with the laser field. (Henceforth, we drop the subband labels when only one electron and one hole subband are involved.) The dashed curves are the Fermi-Dirac distributions obtained from least-squares fits according to (12) and (13) . First, we chooses , which is roughly the upper limit for the carrier-carrier collision time. The difference between the solid and dashed curves in Fig. 3(a) indicates deviation from quasi-equilibrium conditions, because of the selective saturation of the electron distribution by the strong laser intensity at the gain-switched peak. Because we have chosen a fast -, the differences between and are small for both electrons and holes. It is conceivable that a rate equation model can describe laser behavior relatively accurately in this case, with the exception of plasma heating effects. (At the intensity peak, the plasma temperature K is appreciably higher than the lattice temperature K.) Fig. 3(b) is obtained for the more typical carrier-carrier collision rate ofs . Here, a shallow broad spectral hole is present in . This spectral hole together with a similar one in the hole distribution lead to the attenuation of the relaxation oscillations (compare solid and dashed curves in Fig. 2) . Fig. 3(c) shows a more pronounced spectral hole for -s , even though the peak intensity is reduced to 4.3 MW/cm from 8.2 MW/cm in Fig. 3(b) . The result is the complete damping of the relaxation oscillations (dotted curve in Fig. 2) . Hence, we obtain the interesting result that a reduced carrier scattering rate leads to an increased damping of the relaxation oscillation dynamics.
IV. PLASMA HEATING
With the exception of a gain-switched pulse, one rarely encounters intensities that are sufficiently high to burn spectral holes in a semiconductor active medium. However, plasma heating may still play an important role in semiconductor laser behavior. In this section, we discuss two examples involving the high speed modulation of a VCSEL. First, we consider a VCSEL where the output intensity is modulated by a sinusoidally varying injection current, i.e., in (15) (16) Using a small modulation depth and the same VCSEL configuration as in Section III (except for s ), the Maxwell-semiconductor-Bloch equations are solved for a range of modulation frequencies to determine the modulation response curve. For a given modulation frequency, the laser modulation response is the difference between the maximum and minimum laser intensities, with the low-frequency response normalized to unity.
We assume laser operation at five times above threshold, and a carrier-carrier collision rates . The cal- culations are performed for two carrier-phonon relaxation rates -s (solid curve) and 2 10 s (dashed curve), which depending on carrier density and lattice temperature, fall within the values predicted by the Boltzmann collision integral for electron-LO (longitudinal optical) phonon scattering. Fig. 4 shows that for the faster rate, the modulation response starts out relatively flat at low modulation. A peak occurs at the relaxation oscillation frequency, and the modulation response drops off sharply with further increase in modulation frequency. The dashed curve shows a drastic degradation in laser dynamical performance when -is reduced to 2 10 s .
The difference in behavior may be explained with the help of Fig. 5 , which is a plot of the time dependencies of the electron densities in the quantum wells (solid curves)
, and barriers (dashed curves) , for the two carrier-phonon relaxation rates. We choose a modulation frequency of GHz, where the difference in modulation response for the two cases is greatest. Fig. 5(a) shows negligible difference in the time variations of the quantum-well and barrier electron densities for -s . Fors , the barrier electron density continues to directly follow the current modulation. However, the response of the quantum-well electron density lags significantly, as shown in Fig. 5(b) . The delay, as indicated by the separation of the density maxima, is approximately 20% of the modulation period. It leads to a dynamic population bottleneck between the bulk and quantum-well populations, and prevents the modulation of the injection current from being effectively transmitted to the quantum-well populations. A bottleneck also occurs for the hole densities. Together, they give rise to a higher average plasma temperature for -s . The barrier states can be bypassed if we modulate the quantum-well population directly with an external optical field that is resonant with the laser transition [15] . To incorporate the external optical field, we include in (4) and (5) which describes the change in quantum-well population due to stimulated emission or absorption of an external optical field with frequency , sinusoidal modulation , and intensity . We assume side injection so that effects due to the VCSEL resonator can be neglected, and use the rate equation approximation to describe the interaction between carriers and external field. In the presence of an inversion, i.e., , the external field is amplified and carriers are depleted. So, to switch off the VCSEL output, we use a sufficiently large to deplete the carrier population seen by the intracavity laser field to below the lasing threshold value. Fig. 6 plots the modulation response curves for the above scheme, calculated for two different carrier-phonon collision rates. Similar to injection current modulation, the results show pronounced -dependence. However, in contrast to Fig. 4 , the modulation bandwidth increases with decreasing -. In terms of a microscopic picture, the modulation rate dependence on -is due to the more effective depletion by the external field, of the population providing gain to the lasing transition, when their replenishment is slowed by a small carrier-phonon collision rate.
The explanation can also be cast in rate equation language if we include plasma temperature along with total carrier density and laser field intensity in the system description. First, we discuss the situation where experimental conditions are likely to lead to rate equation behavior, i.e., with a fast carrier-phonon collision rate ofs . Fig. 7 (a) plots the external field intensity versus time, and shows sinusoidal modulation at frequency GHz, which is the 3-dB point in the modulation response curve. We also choose a high external field intensity MW/cm , so that changes in laser properties are easily distinguishable. Several processes contribute to these changes. First, quantum kinetic calculations show that because of energy conservation at the microscopic level, removal of low-energy carriers within a band causes the entire distribution to increase in energy. In the limit of fast carrier-carrier collisions, the energy increase can be described in terms an increase in plasma temperature , as shown in Fig. 7(b) . Because we have chosen a sufficiently fast carrier-phonon collision rate, the temperature changes are essentially simultaneous [compare dashed lines in Fig. 7(a) and (b) ]. They are also small, so that the carrier populations differ only slightly from Fermi-Dirac functions with 300 K. Fors , the dominant contribution is from the depletion of the population by the external field. While the depletion is selective, involving only the states within transition frequencies , carrier-carrier collisions equilibrate the populations almost simultaneously, so that the external field effectively sees the entire electron and hole distributions. Fig. 7 (c) depicts changes in the total electron density caused by the external field. The behavior of the hole density is essentially identical. These changes give rise to laser gain modifications which, in turn, modulate the intracavity VCSEL field [ Fig. 7(d) ]. Fig. 8 shows the results from our model for a slower carrier-phonon collision rate ofs . The modulation frequency is increased to GHz, so that we again operate at the 3 dB point. Because of the lower carrier-phonon collision rate, the temperature variation is twice that in Fig. 7(b) . As in the earlier case, the selective removal of carrier population by the external field also leads to a decrease in the total electron and hole densities. Fig. 8(c) shows the resulting electron density variation. With the help of the dotted lines, we see from Fig. 8(b) and (c) that the minimum in occurs at the same time as the maximum in . Therefore, both the depletion in carrier density and the increase in plasma temperature work in unison to more effectively quench the laser gain. For this reason, we can have a higher modulation frequency and yet maintain the same modulation response. This is also the reason we can achieve essentially the same VCSEL intensity modulation with a smaller depletion in total carrier density [ cm in Fig. 7 (c) compared to cm in Fig. 8(c) ].
V. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have presented a model for describing nonequilibrium effects in semiconductor lasers. These effects may play important roles in the dynamical response of the next generation of high-speed semiconductor lasers. The time evolution of the laser field and semiconductor gain medium are described according to the Maxwell-semiconductor-Bloch equations. Many-body Coulomb effects are included at the level of the screened Hartree-Fock approximation, with the relaxation of the -resolved carrier distributions due to carrier-carrier and carrier-phonon collisions treated in the effective relaxation rate approximation. Our approach improves on usual rate equation treatments by eliminating the rate equation and quasi-equilibrium approximations. As a result, the effects of spectral hole burning, carrier population bottleneck, and plasma heating on laser performance are treated at a less phenomenological level.
In the case of gain switching, the model identifies the carrier-carrier collision rate where spectral hole burning can have an appreciable effect on laser relaxation oscillation behavior. The roles of plasma heating in laser modulation response are also examined. For injection current modulation, the model is able to simulate situations where dynamic carrier population bottlenecks limit laser modulation bandwidth. In the case of laser modulation via gain quenching with an external optical field, we show enhancement of modulation response due to synchronization of carrier density and plasma temperature effects.
